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NILIT BODYFRESH
let that fresh feeling work for you

High-performance
antibacterial yarn

NILIT BODYFRESH
®

Nilit®

BodyFresh. High-performance antibacterial yarn when
performance counts

Active, outdoor lifestyles call for high-performance wear that acts against body odor for
increased comfort, confidence, and cleanliness day and night.

It’s fresh…
NILIT® BodyFresh provides increased freshness through effective antibacterial action. It
gets rid of common bacteria that cause unwelcome body odor and the accompanying
discomfort.

It’s comfortable…
NILIT® BodyFresh promises added confidence through effective odor control. The
microfiber yarn delivers a smooth, comfortable feeling and is ideally suited for outdoor
clothing, intimate apparel, and activewear.

It’s durable…
NILIT® BodyFresh is extremely resilient and stands up to tough treatment. Because the
antibacterial additive is present in the polymer (and not added to the finished fabric),
it retains its antibacterial properties through numerous washings.

It’s versatile…
Offered in a range of yarn counts, NILIT® BodyFresh enables design flexibility in creating
outdoor wear, activewear, sportswear, and intimate apparel that looks and feels good.

It’s tried and tested…
NILIT ® BodyFresh’s “feel-good” properties are delivered through the addition
of a special additive. The efficacy of its antibacterial activity on dyed yarns has been
clearly proven.
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NILIT’s Test Method
The fabric with the antibacterial yarn is placed in a dish that contains a specific amount
of bacteria simulating the bacteria found in human perspiration. After 18 hours, the
amount of bacteria is measured again. The percentage indicates the amount of bacteria
that have been eliminated.

It’s effective…
NILIT ® BodyFresh’s antibacterial additive inhibits the growth of bacteria by
eliminating the bacteria that come into contact with the garment. That’s why it’s called
NILIT® BodyFresh.

When you’re out there giving it your all,
you want a garment that 		Performs as well as you do
Works while you work out
Keeps pace with your active lifestyle
Helps you keep your cool when the heat is on
Frees you to do your best
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To learn more about what Nilit® BODYFRESH can do for you, contact your nearest Nilit® representative.

